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The service-level diagram

• It shows the primary contributions made by each actor. Steps at the 

service-level are “smaller” than steps in a handoff diagram. It still 

represents significant activity, suitable for presentations 

• Break each step in the handoff diagram into separate steps on the 

service diagram, as necessary, to show:

(a) Completion of significant achievement or milestone, which is a 
service to the process

(b) Decisions affecting the flow in a significant way

• Example of decisions affecting the flow: “Decide if claim requires 

extended handling”; if that caused a handoff to actors that would 

not otherwise be involved (b). Do not depict minor decisions within 

one actor’s involvement, unless this led the actor achieving 

milestone (a)
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•Milestone: significant event in the life of the work item, which 
usually changes the state moving the work item toward completion

• E.g. the step File claim in a handoff diagram, on the service 

diagram is broken down into individual services: Record Incident 

Detail, Register Claim, Describe Loss, Confirm Coverage, Schedule 

Appointment

• A level 2 (service) diagram is usually three to five times as large as 

level 1 (handoff) diagram

• An example of  service-level diagram:

• Again, steps on the service diagram will tell us what is being done, 

but should say little about how.

• Use post-it to break each step of the handoff diagram without 

permanently alter it: list what we believe to be the main 

accomplishments that go into that step.
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The task-level diagram

• The previous levels show who is involved when, and what is 

accomplished. A task diagram describes how some individual tasks 

carried by an actor leading up to a milestone are implemented

• Example: Retrieve estimate from file, Photocopy estimate, Mail 

estimate to shop, Set up appointment using X system

• Do not capture step-by-step instructions of the entire workflow 

model, it is a flow model, not a user manual. It should not be 

captured on a swimlane diagram.

• Documents that can include this kind of details:

- Procedure descriptions;                   - Traditional flowcharts;

- Use cases;                                       - User manuals;

- Check lists;                                     - Online help facilities;

- Decision trees or table;                   - Other step-by-step formats
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• Example: Retrieve estimate from file, Photocopy estimate, Mail 

estimate to shop, Set up appointment using X system
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Show every actor that holds the work

• If someone/something handles the work item in any way, shape, or 

form, it is an actor, and you must show it.

• If included, you can assess whether their participation is value 

added, neutral, or a source od delay, error, or expense

• Showing every actor is very beneficial at the highest (handoff) level, 

because it makes the overall pattern of the flow visible
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• Especially if the distinct actors perform different  steps, and the 

handoff will surely affect the process, show all of them.

• If you have different job titles, perhaps based on seniority, but all 

performing the same steps, you can represent just a single swimlane

• Do not show actors within an organization when we have no control 

over “who, does what, when”, for instance because they are not 

within an internal department

• Example: a Postal Service or Courier Company actor, as an external 

agency, is not broken in all their internal actors 

•When the job is strictly to look at flow across organizations and not 

within them, the model will show the major departments involved 

but not the individual actors within them, because that was not part 

of the study
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Jobs, Roles and Commitees

•Often there is no practical reason to differentiate between actor 

(e.g. a job role such as customer service rep or investigating officer) 

and a role (a specific part played in a process).

• The step names make it clear what role is that each playinng.

• Two actors with the same job title but different roles

E.g., two clerks, each with the same job title, handling a cash 

deposit. One’s role is to prepare the deposit, while the other 

confirm the accuracy of the deposit slip. Simply retail clerk #1 and 

retail clerk #2.

•One person performing two distinct roles

- Start giving a pool to the person and two internal lanes to his 

roles. If the work done by each is of a different nature, and id being 

handled by one person because of resource constraints, keep two 

separate swimlanes.
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- If there are not really handoffs, or the work flows seamlessy from 

one role to another (they do not do role A work in the morning and 

role B work in the afternoon), then you do not have separate roles. 

- However, if the handoffs prove to be a source of delay, error, or 

expense, then leave the swimlanes separate to highlight situation

• Committee as an actor

An actor may perform as an individual as well as a member of a 

committee. In any case we model the committee as an actor, even if 

all of its members are already represented on the swimlane diagram 

because of their separate responsibilities in the process.

Hence, sometimes you can explicitly show the member’s 

participation in committee work as a collaborative activity instead 

of as a unique swimlane.  
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Systems as Actors

• If much of the process is done by the system, then delay, error and 

expense may be introduced by the system itself rather than by 

humans. The system needs to be shown, although it might be 

simplified and abstracted to avoid entering into IT issues 

• Systems supporting human actor

E.g., Web-based online shopping system, human resources system. 

The system can be simply mentioned in the step name (create order 

via web, assign employee using human resources system) or 

represented as a separate swimlane and interaction with it is 

represented by dashed lines.

Even if you have many systems, generally you can use a unique 

swimlane labeled “systems”. Preface the step description with the 

name of the system and, if appropriate, the system function used 
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• Batch Systems 

E.g., an overnight production of invoices. It takes the control of the 

work items, adds values, an introduce delay because subsequent 

steps wait its result.
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• The main difficulty in representing systems is to find IT resources 

who have the technical skills to trace through the batch processes, 

but who can also explain in everyday language what it being 

accomplished without getting into the complexity of processing 

steps

• Creating swimlane diagrams where each subsystem is represented as 

a separate step (or even has its own swimlane) works well when the 

subsystems are clearly delineated 

• Splitting work across subsystems often drives you to too low level of 

detail, so no business person could follow the diagram

• Sometimes to show each day as a separate swimlane highlights the 

delays and serial nature of the process. E.g. 

- day 4: Transmit contract record to national clearinghouse

- days 5 and 6: no activity

- day 7: Receive activity report from national clearinghouse 
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• It is usually hard to synthesize out the main milestones without the 

support of experienced professionals

• Human actor supporting Systems

IT staff monitoring batch jobs for successful completion, recovering 

from failures, checking report outputs, correcting bad data “by 

hand” and so on, have to be shown as actors. They have a role in 

the process. Sometimes process steps are less automated than many 

people are aware. E.g. an e-commerce site where orders are 

captured on the Web, printed, and manually entered into the order 

entry system! This “human glue” must be shown.

• Devices and machines as actors

When they take control and add value, can certainly be shown as 

actors.

An example of IVR unit:
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Passive Actors

• Sometimes, a passive storage or holding area like an inbox, outbox, 

or staging area at a warehouse can be shown as an actor, even if it 

does not do something. This way, it is easy to see all the points in 

the process where work is waiting.
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• To show all the “hold work” steps may make the diagram too long. A 

more compact alternative is to represent an holding areas as a 

supporting system.
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• Transmission Mechanisms as actors. Some example.

A telephone network is not represented, because it is instantaneous, 

it does not hold work, it does not produce delay.

An e-mail communication is asynchronous, i.e., the actor does not 

interact instantaneously, and then it holds the work in the 

meantime. An e-mail inbox is often represented as an actor.

Do not show something that physically holds the work but is in turn 

held by or is under the control of another actor (truck, delivery 

cart, mailbag)

• Processes as Actors

A separate process can appear as an actor if your process depends 

on it, i.e., there is a handoff of work to the separate process and a 

wait for something to come back from that process. E.g., a process 

providing shared services to many concurrent instances of another 

process.
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• E.g., A bulk marine shipping terminal. Every day multiple orders are 

pending to load ships with the commodities stored at the terminal

Some types of steps

• Scheduled steps: are triggered by temporal events, which is labeled 

so as to clearly express the temporal condition.
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• Time on a diagram. Add vertical lines to the diagram, each 

indicating some labeled time boundary or milestone 

• A part of the process you do not know/care about yet. Use a cloud 

icon, with a textual comment. The cloud can be also used to 

indicate collaborative, creative work in a process that cannot be 

reduced to a sequence of steps and decisions. 
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Starting from over-complex diagram

• Sometimes you will face with overly convoluted and detailed 

diagram. Cleaning up these diagrams is a good source of income.

•Order the diagram with the main flow going strictly from left to 

right (except for some looping back, of course)

• Ensure that the diagram contains a single process. If not separate 

out different processes 

•With separate processes, you will be able to simplify even further by 

separating out variations for one part of a process where alternative 

flows have been depicted. 

• Each variant should be diagrammed separately, including the most 

common case on the main diagram.

• If a diagram is still too much detailed, combine steps until you have 

an approximation of a service diagram.

• Rearrange the order of the swimlanes. Combine steps in the service 

diagram to produce a handoff diagram.
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